Abstract. We consider the problem of complex interpolation of certain Hardy-type subspaces of Kothe function spaces. For example, suppose that X , and XI are Kothe function spaces on the unit circle T, and let Hxo and H x , be the corresponding Hardy spaces. Under mild conditions on X,. XI we give a necessary and sufficient condition for the complex interpolation space [Hxo, If,,], to coincide with H,, where Xe = [X,, XIle We develop a very genera1 framework for such results and our methods apply to many more general situations including the vector-valued case.
Introduction
Let X be a Kothe function space on the circle T equipped with its usual Haar measure.
Consider the Hardy subspace H, consisting of all f E X n N + where N + is the Smirnov class or Hardy algebra. Provided X c LlOg (see Section 2 for the definition) this is a closed subspace. Consider the following two problems: (1) When is H, complemented in X by the usual Riesz projection?
(2) If X,, X, are two such Kothe function spaces when is it true that the complex interpolation space X B = [X,, X,], satisfies H,, = [H,,,, H,,] ,?
In the case of weighted L,-spaces, a precise answer to (1) was given by MUCKENHAUPT [26] in terms of the so-called A,-conditions. In the case p = 2, the Helson-Szego theorem [15] gives an alternative precise criterion; in the same direction COTLAR and SADOSKY [8] , [9] gave necessary and sutlicient conditions for all weighted L,-spaces (see also [lo] ). Subsequently, RUBIO DE FRANCIA extended the Cotlar-Sadosky methods to all 2-convex or 2-concave Kothe function spaces. In the case of L,-spaces (without weights) (2) is answered by a well-known theorem of JONES [16] , [17] (cf. recent proofs by Xu [34] , MULLER [27] and PISIER [29] ). For weighted L,-spaces (2) has recently been studied by CWIKEL, MCCARTHY and WOLW [Ill, and KISLIAKOV and Xu [20] , [21] (who also consider vector-valued analogues). See also [33] .
In this paper we will develop a very general approach to question (2) by relating it to (1). We will be able to answer (2) completely under some mild restrictions on the spaces. In fact our approach uses very little specific information about Hardy spaces or properties of analytic functions and we give our results in a rather general setting, which includes abstract Hardy spaces generated by weak*-Dirchlet algebras and certain vector-valued cases as studied by KISLIAKOV and Xu.
We limit our discussion in the introduction to the case of the circle. Let us say that a Kothe function space X is BMO-regular if and only if there exist constants (C, M) so that given 0 I EX there exists g 2 j' with llgllx I M llfllx and IIlog gllBMo I C. A weighted L,-space, L,(w) is BMO-regular if and only if log w E BMO. The concept of BMO-regularity appears implicity first in the work of COTLAR and SADOSKY [9] and also in RUBIO DE FRANCIA [30] in connection with the boundedness of the Hilbert transfrom (it should be noted that in both cases the boundedness of the Hilbert transform is related to the BMO-regular of a space derived from X , not of X itself). We show that a superreflexive space X is BMO-regular if and only if the Riesz projection is bounded on an interpolation space LOX1 -0 If X,, X1 are super-reflexive and X,, X,, Xg, Xy c Llog, then we give a necessary and sufficient condition for H,, = [Hxo, HXJB where 0 < 8 < 1 (in this case we say that the Hardy algebra H = N + is interpolation stable at 8 for (Xo, X,)). Consider first the case when X, is BMO-regular; then it necessary and sufficient that X, is BMO-regularity. For the general case the necessary and sufficient condition is obtained by "lifting" the direction X, + X, to create a parallel direction L, + Z; the condition is then that 2 is BMO-regular. This is precisely explained in Section 5 ; let us remark that if X, = wXo is obtained by a change of weight, then Z = wl/'L, = L,(W-') so that the condition is simply that log w E BMO. Our result includes the results of the previous work of KISLIAKOV and Xu [21] as special cases and extends, as we have explained, to a very general setting, thus giving also vector-valued applications. Let us also comment on the methods used. In Section 3 we discuss a very general formulation of question (2) ; when does the operation of interpolation commute with taking a particular subspace? Our main result is that if this happens, then under appropriate conditions, one can extrapolate the boundedness of a projection onto the subspace. In Section 4 we consider an arbitrary self-adjoint operator T on L,. We then discuss for which Kothe spaces X it is true that T is bounded on Li-'X' for some 8 > 0. If we assume that T is bounded on some L, where p 9 2, then this can answered in terms of the weighted L,-spaces on which T is bounded. These results are of course closely related to the earlier work of COTLAR and SAWSKY [9] , and RUBIO DE FRANCIA [30] ; unlike [30] we do not assume 2-convexity or 2-concavity but our conclusions are somewhat weaker.
We put these ideas together in Section 5, restricting our attention to "Hardy-type" algebras, which we introduce as an abstraction of the Smirnov class; in this case our operator T becomes the orthogonal projection onto H,. We are then able to relate the results of Section 4 to the notion of BMO-regularity and prove our main results. We discuss further applications in Section 6. At the end of Section 6, we improve the results of KISLIAKOV and Xu ([20] , [21] ) on interpolation of vector-valued Hardy spaces, by giving necessary and sufficient conditions for such interpolation to be "stable" at least in the super-reflexive case.
Let us mention that we use some ideas from [18]; however we have tried to avoid using differential techniques in order to keep our approach as simple as possible. We plan a further paper showing how by using such techniques one can improve and extend these for some 8 > 0 (cf. [18] for other conditions equivalent to this property for X).
results. We do use freely however, the notion of an indicator function for a Kothe function space as introduced and studied in [18] .
We would like to thank MICHAEL CWIKEL, MARIO MILMAN and RICHARD R~CHBERG for discussing this problem with us, and CORA SADOSKY for some very helpful remarks. We also thank QUANHUA Xu for several important suggestions which we have incorporated.
Kothe function spaces
Let S be a Polish space and let p be a probability measure on S. Let Lo(p) denote, as usual, the space of all equivalence classes of (complex) Bore1 functions on S with the topology of convergence in measure.
We define a Kothe quasinorm on Lo to be a lower-semicontinuous functional f + llfllx defined on Lo with values in [0, 00] such that:
(1) llfllx = 0 if and only iff = 0 a.e., (3) There exists a constant C so that Ilf + gll, I C(llfllx + llgllx for f, g E LO, (4) There exists u E Lo so that u > 0 a.e. and llullx < co.
Associated to the Kothe quasi-norm we can associate a maximal quasi-Kothe function space X = {f: llfllx < a}. X is then a quasi-Banach space under quasi-norm f + Ilfllx; furthermore, B, = {f: llfllx I I} is closed in Lo so that X has the Fatou property (cf.
[4]). We can also define a minimal quasi-Kothe function space X o to be the closure of L , n X in X. In this paper, however, we will only deal with maximal spaces (i.e., spaces with the Fatou property). If in (3) C = 1, then B, is convex and X is an Banach space; in this case we say that X is a (maximal) Kothe function space. Henceforward we will adopt the convention that all spaces are maximal.
If X is a Kothe function space and w E Lo,R with w > 0 a.e. we define the weighted space W X by llfllwx = Ilfw-'llX. Thus wL,(w-,).
If X is a Kothe function space we will let X* denote its Kothe dual, i.e., the maximal Kothe function space induced by 11 \Ix, where I l f I I , . = sups lfgl dp. It is not difficult to show that X * is also a Kothe function space. Of course, if X is reflexive as will usually be the case, then X * is the Banach dual of X.
We recall that a quasi-Kothe function space X is p-convex where 0 < p < co with constant M if for every, fi, . . . , f, E X we have that (2) llfllx I llgllx whenever If1 I lgl a.e.9 seBx and q-concave (0 < q c a) with constant M if for every fl, . . . , f, E X , If X is p-convex and q-concave there is an equivalent quasi-norm so that the p-convexity and q-concavity constants are both one. For convenience we will say that X is exactly p-convex or q-concave if the associated constant of convexity or concavity is one. X is a Kothe function space if and only it is 1-convex with constant one. A Kothe function space is super-reflexive if and only if it is p-convex and q-concave for some 1 < p I q < co.
For any Kothe function space X we define the quasi-Kothe function space Xu by Ilfllx. = I 1 Ifl""ll~ ' Then X" is exactly l/a-convex. If X , Y are two Kothe function spaces and 0 < a, fl c co we can define a quasi-Kothe function space 2 = X u Y u by setting Then Z is exactly l/(a + &convex. It may also be shown easily that, since X , Y are assumed maximal, there is always an optimal factorization If1 = lgl" Ihls.
We now describe a simple method of doing calculations with Kothe function spaces introduced in [18]. We will not need the full force of the results in [18] and thus we will try to keep to description brief. Let us recall [18] that a semi-ideal 9 is a subset of L l , + so that if 0 I f I g E f then f E 9; 9 is strict if it contains a strictly positive function. For a functional @ : f -+ R we define
We say that @ is semilinear if:
(1) If f~f and a > 0, then @(an = a@Cf), (2) There is a constant 6 so that for all I; g E 9 we have d,U; g) I 6(llflll + Ilglll), (3) I f f E 9 and 0 I f, I f with I l f . l l , -+ 0, then lim @un) = 0.
If X is a Kothe function space we define 9, to be the set of nonnegative functions f in L, so that SUP J f log+ 1x1 dp c 00
XSBX
and there exists x E B, so that f log 1x1 is integrable. Then 9 , is a strict semi-ideal.
On 3, we can define the indicator functional ax = sup J f log 1x1 dp .
XEBX
The indicator function @ , is semilinear with 6 I log 2 (see [18] , Proposition 4.2). In the special case X = L1 we obtain 9 , = LlogL and GL,Cf) = ACf) = I f l o g f d p .
It then may be shown that for general X and f, g E 9 , n L log L, we have
There is a converse to this result ([18]. Theorem 5.2). If @ is a semilinear map on a strict semi-ideal 9 t L log L so that 0 I d, V; g) 5 dnV; g) for all f, g E 9, then there is a unique Kothe function space X so that 9 , I> 3 and @Cf) = QXCf) for f~ 9. Furthermore, X is exactly p-convex and exactly q-concave if and only if
It is also easy to see that if Z = XuYB, then Proof. For convenience, we do all calculations on a strict semi-ideal contained in
We can assume that Y is exactly p-convex and q-concave where -+ -= 1 and
A , I (
Similarly, Thus we can apply Theorem 5.2 of [18] to find a space Z so that QZ = @ and Z will be 2q-concave and r-convex where -+ -= 1.
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Finally let us define Llog to be the Orlicz space of all f E Lo so that log+ If1 dp < 00.
Then LlOg can be F-normed by f + J log (1 + Ifl) dP
We will especially concerned with the class of Kothe function spaces 3 of all X so that x, x* c LlOg.
Lemma 2.2. If X is a Kothe function space, then the following conditions are equivalent:
(2) r f f E X there exists g E X with g 2 If1 and log g E L1.
(3) If& > 0 and f E X there exists g E X with
(1) XE3.
Proof. (1) 3 (4) . We must show xs E Yx. If X c LlOp, then it follows from the Closed Graph Theorem that the inclusion is continuous and hence SUP J f log+ 1x1 dP < -
On the other hand, by a theorem of LOZANOVSKII [25] (cf. [13] , [25] ) there exist nonnegative x E E x and x* E Ex. with xx* = xs.
(1). Clearly the conditions imply X c Llog. Now suppose x* EX*. There exists x E X with log 1x1 E L,. Now xx* E L , so that f log Ixx*( dp < co. Hence log Jx*( dp c co, i.e., log+ Ix*l E L,. Thus X* c LLOr (3) . Iff E X, then log, If1 E L,. However there exists h E B, with log JhJ E L,. Now take g = max ( I f l , qlhl) for small enough 1.
W
Remark. In doing calculations with indicator functions we can always restrict to a small enough strict semi-ideal. Later in the paper for economy we will not mention the domains of the indicators in question when doing algebraic manipulations. The reader may wish simply to consider only spaces X E S a n d regard all indicator functions as defined on Lm,R.
Complex interpolation of subspaces
Let us describe a very general setting for complex-type interpolation. We recall that if X is a topological vector space and D is an open subset of the complex plane, then a function We will call the spaces {Xz : z E D } the interpolation field generated by {D, X, 4}. Proop. Suppose S = S(a, z) < 1/(3K). Suppose u E V,; then for E > 0 we can pick
F E~( V )
and G E~ so that F ( z ) = G(z) = u and llFllF I ( Proof. Let K = max (K(a, V), K(a, W)) and let M = max (IIPII, IIQII) where P, Q are the induced projections from X, onto V, and W, . We let q = 1/(300K2M). Suppose that z E D satisfies 6 = &a, z) < q.
First suppose that z is such that V, + W, fails to be dense in X,. Then there exists x E X, so that llxllx, = 1 and IIx -(u + w)llx= 2 4 whenever u E V, and w E W, Pick any F This contradiction immediately leads to the conclusion that V, + W, is dense in X,.
To complete the proof, suppose u E V,, w E W, satisfying IIv + wIIx, = 1. Let y = max (1, (JuIJX,, llwllx,). We will show that y I 8KM and this will complete the proof.
We choose F E 9 with lIFlls I 2 and
by Theorem 3.2. We therefore pick G E F ( V ) , H E F ( W ) so that llG1I9 5 lOKy and IIHII.F I lOKy, and 
With a similar estimate on w we obtain
and so y I 8KM as promised.
Let us now give a simple application. Obviously one special case of the above construction is the usual Calderrjn method of complex interpolation. To be more precise, note that if (X,, X , ) is a Banach couple, then if we take D = 9, X = X, + XI and f to be the space of functions F e d ( Y , X ) so that F is bounded on Y and extends continuously to the closure of .Yso that F is Xi-continuous on the line %z = j for j = 0 , l then the interpolation field generated is given by X, = [X,, Xlle where 8 = %z. 
This results is therefore a converse to their result. They also present an example of PISIER to show that (H2(XO), H2(X,)]e need not coincide with HZ(X0). We remark that in [18]
we construct an example where [Xo, = L2 but X , is not UMD for any 8 9 4, thus giving another counterexample.
Proof. We consider the Banach couple (L2(X0), L2(X1)). Let V be the subspace of
for n > 0. Let W be the space of all f so that for n I 0. Our assumptions guarantee that K W are interpolation stable at 8 and that
By Theorem 3.3. we obtain a similar decomposition for 14 -81 < q which implies the result.
Let us now discuss the case of Kothe function spaces. Suppose that S is a Polish space and that p is a probability measure on S. As in [18] we consider the class N + of all functions F : A + Lo of the form F(z) (s) = F,(z) where F, is in the Smirnov class N + for almost every s E S. Then JV + (9') is the class of maps F : 9 + Lo where F 0 p E . N + with cp : D + Y any conformal mapping. If F E N + (9') we can extend F to the lines z = j + it ( j = 0 , l ) so that F ( j + it) = lim F(s + it) in Lo, for a.e. t.
Suppose that X,, X, are Kothe function spaces (assumed maximal so that f -+ IIfllx, is lower-semi-continuous on Lo). Consider the space 4t = 4t(Xo, X,) of all F E A''+ ( 9 ' ) so that llFIl9 = max {esssup IIF(j + it)llx,} < 0 3 .
j = O . l
Then 9 generates an interpolation field X, for z E Y so that X, = X;-'Xe where 0 = %z. Now suppose that Z is a separable Kothe function space which contains both X, and X,. space Z 3 X,, X, the space V n Z is closed in Z. Then 5 = V n X, is closed in Xj for
, then F has boundary values in along the line z = j + it, -03 < t < 03. The method of interpolation generated this way is not precisely the complex method introduced by CALDER~N, but we now make some remarks which establish that under reasonable hypotheses we obtain the same result.
The usual interpolation spaces [V,, Vile are induced by considering the subspace
In fact, only condition (c) is required; this is a consequence of the following lemma.
Lemma 3.5. If G E F(X,, X,; V), then G E .Fc(Xo, X,; V) i f and only iffor each j the map t -+ G ( j + it) has essentially separable range in Xi.
Proof. This is essentially proved in Lemma 2. 
W E B '
Now for t > 0 let
for z E 9, where the integrals are computed in Z. It is clear that the boundary values of G , are given by the same formula; hence t -+ G,(j + it) is continuous in X j for j = 0,l.
Since clearly G , E F(X,,, X,; V), Lemma 3.5 can be applied to give that G, E Pc(X0, XI; V ) .
Hence e-'G,(O) E B'. We conclude that 14(G,(O))l I e and letting T + 0 gives I4(u)l I e, a contradiction.
In the situations when we will apply this result we will consider a closed subspace V of LlOg and Kothe function spaces X,, X, €3. The following lemma then shows that Propositoin 3.6 can be used.
Lemma 3.7. r f X E %, then there is a separable Kothe function Z 3 X with Z E .T.
Proof. Simply pick 0 5 w E X * with log w E L , and let 2 = L,(w).
Operators on Kothe function spaces
Now suppose that S is a Polish space and that p is a probabilty measure on S. We suppose that T:
is a bounded self-adjoint operator with IlTll I 1. Now suppose that X is a Kothe function space on (S, p). We define
If X is a separable Kothe function space (with the Fatou property), then L, n X is dense in X and so T extends to a bounded operator T : X + X if and only if II Tllx < 00.
The following remarks are elementary. Let us now say that X is a T-direction (space) if there exists 0 < O < 1 so that
(1 T ( ( X~L : -e < 00. Note that if 0 < 8 c 1, then the space X'Li-' is p-convex and q-concave + 0. It is thus super-reflexive and hence separable. Clearly, by
IITIIxeul-e 5 IITII: IITIIi-'.
space adjoint of T is the complex conjugate of the Hilbert space adjoint of T). 1 1 -e 1 where-= 1 --= __ P 4 2 duality, X is a T-direction if and only if X * is a T-direction.
If w E Lo,&) we will that w is a T-weight direction if there exists a > 0 so that T is bounded on L2(euw). Thus w is T-weight direction if and only if L,(e") is a T-direction. The space of all T-weight directions will be denoted by 9 = g ( T ) . We define
By complex interpolation it is clear that llwllp c co if w E 9. ITfl' eW/' dp I e2 j I f l ' ew/' dp whenever f E Lz(l + ew) and t > 1. It then follows from the Dominated Convergence
Theorem that llwllg I 1 if and only if 1 ITf12 ew dp I e2 I f 1 2 ew dp for f E L,(1 + ew). Now suppose that w, is a sequence with w, + w a.e. and 11 w,IIp I 1. Let u = 1 + sup ewn.
Then if f~ L2(u) we clearly have llTfllL2(ew) I e IlfllL2(eW). functions. It follows that the map q ( z ) = j T(ezwf) e-zwg dp is an entire function. However if z = x + iy with -1 I x I 1,
1.
n E Z Iq(z)l I (1 IT(eZwf)l2 e2xw dp)'', (j le-zw12 e2xw 181, dP)"2 I e llfll, 11g112 and so by Cauchy's theorem, Iq'(0)I I e llfllz Ilgll,. This implies that Ij m w f ) = w m g dPl I e llfll, llSll2~
By varying g we see that T ( w f ) -wTf E L, and IIT(wf) -wTfll, I e llfll, whenever f E n L,(e""). A simple approximation argument completes the proof that this holds under the weaker hypothesis that 1; wf E L,.
Clearly now if llwllp = 0 we obtain the conclusion that T ( w f ) = wTf under the same hypotheses. Conversely if T ( w f ) = wTf for all f such that 1; wf E L, it is easy to reverse the argument to show that IITIIL2(etW) I 1 for all real t. H Now if X is a Kothe function space, we will say that X satifies the T-weight condition if there exist constants (C, M) so that if 0 f E B~, then there exists g 2 f with llgllx I A4 and llloggll, I C. We then say that X satisfies the T-weight condition with constants (C, M). Before proceeding we will need a technical lemma. Proof. Suppose f = fo E B,. We inductively define Borel sets (An),"= 1, and sequences (.fn)nr 1, (gn)n> 1 in X + SO that for n 2 1, l l f n -1 -fn-lXA,II I c Ilfn-1Ilx, gn 2 L-IXA,
Then, by construction, Ilfnllx I cn and f -f. = fxBn where Bn = u A, . It follows that Choose p = min (1, l/C)% and let g = (c g:)' Ip. Then IJlog gillo < 1 and so that if
IThI2 g: dp 5 e2 lh12 gi: dp.
On adding we see that J (Thl' gp dp I e2 J (h(' gp d p . For the last assertion, if X 1 is super-reflexive, we may suppose that there is a Kothe function space Y so that X , = XA-rYr for 0 < t < 1. The above argument then gives the conclusion. H Let us draw a simple conclusion from Theorem 4.5.
Theorem 4.6. Suppose that X i s q-concave for some q < co and that ax = ajax, where
uj E R andeach Xjsatisfies the T-weight condition. Then Xsatisfies the T-weight condition.
Proof. Since we may replace X by X" where 0 < a < 1 we consider only the case when X is super-reflexive. It clearly also suffices to establish this theorem when n = 2. It follows directly from Theorem 4.3 when al. u2 2 0. If ul, a2 I 0, then -ax is convex so that ax is linear when X = wL., for some weight w which contradicts super-reflexivity. We may thus suppose that al and a2 have opposite signs and by Theorem 4.3 we need only consider the case al = 1 and a2 < 0. Define Yl = X1I2 and then let Yo be defined by Yo = X:/2X:'4.
Then Yo is an interpolation space between X and X:/2X:'2 and so is super-reflexive. By Theorem 4.3, Yo satisfies the T-weight condition; but for an appropriate q5 > 0 we have YA-*Yt = X:I2 which also satisfies the T-weight condition. Now by Theorem 4.5 we conclude that X'" satisfies the T-weight condition and thus Theorem 4.3 completes the proof. X is a weighted L,-space for p > 2 it was shown by COTLAR and SADOSKY [9] . In fact by Therorem A' of Conversely, if X is a T-direction space there exists 8 > 0 so that llTllz < co where Z = L;-'Xe and so by Lemma 4.7, Y e satisfies the T-weight condition. Theorem 4.3 completes the proof.
We are now finally able to state our main result of this section. Remark. Note that L , is always a T-weight space. In general our assumption that Tis bounded at some Lp where p > 2 is equivalent to the requirement that L, satisfies the T-weigth condition by Lemma 4.8. This shown that the assumption is necessary for the theorem to hold.
Proof. We assume that p > 2 and p' < 2 are conjugate indices so that II T [ ILp = II T I I L, , < co. We first notice that L , much satisfy the T-weight condition. Indeed, by Lemma 4.7, L, satisfies the T-weight conditions when -+ -= 1 and hence by Theorem 4.3 L, satisfies the T-weight condition.
2
r p We will now prove (2) under the stronger hypothesis that X is super-reflexive. We next show that, in general, if X is super-reflexive and satisfies the T-weight condition, then X* also satisfies the T-weight condition. In fact, L , = X'/2(X*)''2 and so it follows from Theorem 4.5 that X* has the T-weight condition.
We now proceed to the proof of the theorem. Assume first that X is super-reflexive and satisfies the T-weight condition. We now may select 0 < a < 1 small enough so that (X*)"
has the T-weight condition with constants (1, M ) for suitable M. Now by Lemma 4.7 T is bounded on the space Z where
Now Aoz 2 (1 -a) A, , so that Z has nontrivial concavity and is thus super-reflexive.
It follows that T is also bounded on any space Y = Lj.-BZp where 0 < fi c 1. We select b so that Y is an interpolation space between L, and X. In fact and the conclusion is obtained by choosing 8 so that 1 2
Now T is bounded at Y and so X is a T-direction space. Now suppose, conversely, that X is a T-direction space. Then for suitable 8 > 0, T is bounded at L:-"X". Interpolating with L, we see that Tis also bounded at any space Z where with 0 < a < 1. Notice that and so by choosing a small enough we can suppose that Z is 2-convex. Let us put QZ = /?A + yGX where 0 < /I, y and /I + y < f.
Thus Y satisfies the T-weight condition where @y = A -2a2 We can now solve for @ , in form
2Y
An applications of Theorem 4.6 now completes the proof for the case when X is super-reflexive. Now consider (1). If X satisfies the T-weight condition, then so does Li'2X''2 by Theorem 4.6 (or 4.5). This space is super-reflexive and so it is also a T-direction space; hence X is T-direction space.
Finally we complete the proof of (2) when X is q-concave for some finite q and is a T-direction space. Then Y = L:'2X''2 is a T-direction space and is super-reflexive; hence it satisfies the T-weight condition. Since @ , = 2QY -$ A, we complete the proof by Theorem 4.6.
Interpolation of Hardy spaces
We again consider a probability measure p on a Polish space S. Consider the Orlicz algebra Llop, and let X be the collection of all Kothe function spaces X so that X, X * c Llog. Consider a closed subalgebra H of Llog (which is always assumed to contain the constants).
We define for every X E the Hardy space H, = H n X so that H, is a closed subspace of X. In particular, we define H, = L, n X when 1 I p 5 00.
We will say that H is of Dirichlet type if for every invertible f E Llog there exists g E H which is invertible in H so that lgl = I fl a.e.; equivalently, H is a Dirichlet-type algebra if for every real u E L , there exists an invertible g E H with lg( = ey a.e..
The simplest example of such a Dirichlet-type algebra is the Smirnov class N + (or Hardy algebra) considered as a subalgebra of Llog(T). In this way one generates the standard Hardy spaces. More generally suppose that A is a subalgebra of L,(S, p) so that f + J f dp is a multiplicative linear functional and !RA is weak*-dense in Lm,R. Thus A is a weak*-Dirichlet algebra (cf.
[l], [12] , [14] ). Let H be the closure of A in LIog; then H has the Dirichlet property and the standard abstract Hardy spaces are obtained. The reader may consult GAMELIN [12] for details when A is generated by a Dirichlet algebra: see also BARBEY-KONIG [I] .
Another example is obtained when one considers (T x S, A x p) and defines H to be the space of all functions f ( t , s) so that f E LlOg and for a.e. s E S the function f, E N + where f,(t) = f ( t , s). In this way we can treat vector-valued problems.
Notice that, in each case, one can always replace the measure p by a measure w dp as long as w, log w E L,. This will not change Llog or H but will alter the space H,. This change of density allows one to study skew projections. Proof. First consider the subspace G of L1.R x L0.R of all (u, v ) so that e*("+"')E H. It is easy to check that G is closed. Hence by application of the Open Mapping Theorem if llunll , -+ 0 there exist u, + 0 in Lo so that eun+iun E H. Now pick any h E L1,* with h 2 I fI. There exists an invertible y E H with IyI = eh.
Now let
u, = h -min (h, u + log n) .
Then )Iu,II1 + 0 and so there exist u, + 0 in measure so that e*(Un+iUn)E H. Let g, = y e-(un+i"n) f and the result follows easily.
Suppose that H is a closed subalgebra of Llog. We define V to the subspace of LlOg of all f so that j g dp = 0 whenever g E H and fg E L1. For X E 3 we set V, = V n X. It is trivial to see that if f E V and g E H, then f jj E K We will V, for VL, when 1 I p I co.
Lemma 5.3.
Assume that H is a Dirichlet-type algebra.
(1) f E V if and only i f there exists an invertible g E H so that fg E L, and 1 Tgh dp = 0 (2) V is a closed subspace of Llor (3) I f X E X, then X n H , is dense in H , and X n V, is dense in V , .
for euey h E H,.
Proof. (1) Supposey E Handfy E L,.ThenbyLemma5.2thereexistsyn~ Hsothat Iy,l I min (n lgl, Iwl) and y n + w in measure.
Then f y n dp = 0 and the conclusion follows from Dominated Convergence.
that F = sup I fnl E LlOg. Choose any invertible g E H so that lgl 2 F. Then (2) Suppose f, + f in Llop where f. E K By passing to a subsequence we can suppose n Jfg-lh dp = 0 for every h E H , .
Hence by (l), f E V: (3) Suppose f E X ; then (Lemma 2.2) there exists w 2 If1 with log w E L,. The there exists an invertible g €If with Igl = w a.e. and by Lemma 5.2 a sequence gnEH, with 1g. l I lgl so that g, + g in measure. I f f € H, then the sequence (Jg-'g,,) is in H, n X, converges in measure to f and is lattice bounded by I f l . Hence it convergence also in X.
If f E V we use a similar argument on fi-li,,.
From now on, we suppose that H is a Dirichlet-type algebra. We define W to be the orthogonal projetion of L, onto H1; it follows from the preceding lemma that the kernel of W is V,. Further, if X E %, then W is bounded at X if and only if X = H, 0 V, . We will say that H is a Hardy-type algebra if L, = H, 8 V, for all 1 < p < co. Note that all the examples quoted are of Hardy type.
If w E L,,R we will say that w E BMO if w E H, i L, and wedefine the BMO-norm by IIWIIBMO = inf{llw -hllm:hEH1) Let us note in passing that the infimum is attained. Indeed, if h, E H, is such that llw -hnll, + ( ( w ( (~~~, then by KOMLOS'S theorem [22] , since (h,) is L,-bounded, we can pass to a sequence of convex combinations (g,) of (h,) which converge a.e. to some g.
However it is easily seen that llg, -gll, + 0 when p < 1 and so g E H since His closed in LlOr Proposition 5.4. r f w E L,, then w E BMO ifand only i f w is an W-weight direction. Further, there is a constant C so that i f w E BMO then
Proof. First suppose w E 9 n L,. By Lemma 4.2, iff E V, then IlWcwnll, 5 e IIWllP llfllz * Now suppose f E V, with wf E L,. Then for E =-0 there exists an invertible g E H so that lgl = l f 1 1 ' 2 + E ax. Then fi-' E V, and g E H,, and so J fw dp = J g(wfi-') dp = J g W ( w f i -' ) dp .
Hence we have
Ijfwdpl I e llwllg llfg-'Il2 11g1I2.
I J f w O J e I I W I I~ llflll -
Letting E + 0 we obtain Now by the Hahn-Banach theorem there exists y E L, so that llwllco I e llwlls and j f(w -F) dp = 0 for f E V, n L,(lwJz). Now for any f E V, we can find, utilizing Lemma 5.2, with u = -(log+ invertible g, E H so that 1g. l I min (1, n 1fI-l w-') and g, + 1 a.e.
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Then inf E V, n L,(w2) and by the Dominated Convergence T..eorem we have J f(w -W) dp = 0.
It now follows, again from the Hahn-Banach theorem, that w -y E H , and hence that Now conversely suppose w E BMO, with IIw(IBMO I 1. Let X, = L,(e2") and X, = L,(e-'").
Then if X, = [X,, X,], we have X,/, = L,. We claim that H is interpolation stable at 1/2 and further, there is a universal constant C so that K(4, H) I C. In fact, there exists h E H, so that (Iw -hll , I 1. Suppose f E H,. Then we define a map F : Y + H by f .
F (~) = e-1+4z2 e ( l -z z ) h
It is clear that F is analytic into H and 1 If? dlr J IF(it)l2 e -2 w dp = , -2 -8 t 2 leZ(l-Zit)(h-w)
Ilfll: 5 ell2 Ilfll: 9 -e4 111 -8r2 -while j p ( 1 + jt)12 e -2 w dp I e6-8t2 j l e 2 ( -1 -W ( h -w ) I Ifl2 dp Ilfll: I e9I2 Ilfll:.
It follows that H is interpolation stable at 1/2 with K(1/2, H) 5 e5I4. Now it follows from Theorem 3.3. and its proof that L2(ew/*) = Hz(ew/') 8 Vz(ewlt) if It1 I C for some absolute consant C. Thus w E 9(9) and llwlls I C.
We will now say that a Kothe function space X E I is BMO-regular (for H) if there are constants (C, M) so that if 0 I f E X with Ilfllx< 1, then there exists g E X with g 2 f, llgllx s M and ll~oggllBMoI C.
Lemma 5.5. Suppose X E I . Then X satisfies the 9-weight condition if and only if X is BMO-regular.
Proof. One direction is obvious. For the other, note that if X is the 9-weight direction then given f~ X, with llfllx = 1 there exists f' 2 fwith Ilf'llx f x S 2 and logf' E L, by Lemma 2.2. Thus if X satisfies the %weight condition with constants (C, M) there exists g 2 f'with llgllx I 2M and IIlog glls I C. But then also log g E L, so that IIlog gIlBM0 I C for a suitable constant C . 8 for ( X o , XI) , i.e., Proof. We suppose that, for j = 0, 1, Xj are BMO-regular with constants (Cj, Mi).
Suppose f~ H,, with IlfIIx, = 1; then we can factor If1 = f; -' ff", where 0 I fo,fl and llfjll,, = 1 for j = 0, 1. Pick f; 2 fi so that I l f J, , I M j and (\log f>\IBMo I Cj. Then pick hj E HI so that IIlog f$ -hjll, I Cj. We consider the following function for z E 9, IHxo, Hx~Io = H,e* f . To understand the picture for interpolation in general, we need two further lemmas. 8 for (X,, X , ) . Then V is also interpolation stable at 8.
Proof. Suppose f E X , = X;-'XB, and f E I/ with IlfIIx, = 1. Pick any f' E X , so that f' 2 I f I , I(f'llXe I 2 and log f' E L, .
Then pick g E H so that lgl = f'. There exists an F E N'(9') with F : Y + H so that Then G is also admissible but has range in V, G(6) = fand llC(j + if)llxj I 2K a.e. so V is also interpolation stable at 8. Proof. This follows directly from Theorem 3.3. and Lemma 5.9.
Remark. Let us note that this implies that if L, is BMO-regular then since H must be interpolation-stable at 8 = 4 for (L3/z, L3), then 4e is bounded on L, for some p > 2. This provides a weak converse to Proposition 5.6.
For the remainder of this section we require that H is of Hardy type, i.e., the Riesz projection is bounded on L, for 1 < p < a.
Proposition 5.11. Suppose that H is of Hardy type and X E 3 is q-concave for some q < 03.
Then X is a W-direction space i f and only i f X is BMO-regular.
Proof. By Theorem 4.9 and Lemma 5.5. we obtain the result for super-reflexive X . In the general case if X is BMO-regular, then so is Li'zX'/z and this must therefore be a W-direction space, which implies that X is an W-direction space. Conversely, if X is an W-direction space, then L:'2X''z is BMO-regular. But then Theorem 4.6 implies that X1/' is BMO-regular since it is super-reflexive. This in turn implies that Xis BMO-regular.
To state our main theorem we introduce the idea of a BMO-direction. If X,, X, E % we define a Kothe function space Z by aZ = 4 ( A + ax, -ax,). We say that X , + X, is a BMO-direction if 2 is an ,%-direction space. If either X , is p-convex where p > 1 or X, is q-concave where q < 03, then 2 has nontrivial concavity and so this is the same as requiring that 2 is BMO-regular. If, for example, both spaces are super-reflexive, and X o is already BMO-regular, then X, + X, is a BMO-direction if and only if XI is BMO-regular; this follows immediately from Theorems 4.6 and 4.9. On an intuitive level, X o + X, is a BMO-direction if and only if the parallel complex interpolation scale through L, only passes through BMO-regular spaces. Proof. We may suppose that both X,, XI are p-convex and q-concave (with constant one) where -+ -= 1, and 1 < p I q < 00. Let E = -. Let X , = X;-*X\ for P 4 29 O < r < l .
We start with some remarks on the implications of H being of Hardy type. In this situation we can apply Proposition 5.11: a super-reflexive X E % is BMO-regular if and only if X is a 9-direction space. Note that L2 is BMO-regular and further that X is BMO-regular if and only if X * is BMO-regular. It then follows from the re-iteration theorem that we actually have that H is interpolation stable at any 0 < a < 1 for (X,,, XB2).
Now by simple induction we can obtain that [0,1] is acceptable and this implies the result.
Remarks. QUANHUA Xu has pointed out that it follows from Theorem 5.12 that if X , is p-convex for some p > 1 and if H is interpolation stable at some 0 c 8 c 1, then X , + X , is a BMO-direction. In fact, the proof of Theorem 5.12 essentially yields this fact since that direction of the argument only uses that X , is r-convex, for some r > 1. Theorem 5.13. Suppose that H is a Hardy-type algebra and that X,, X I E X. Suppose that X , is p-convex for some p > 1 and is BMO-regular. Suppose that X1 is q-concave for some q < 00. Then, for any 0 c 8 < 1, H is interpolation stable at 8 (i.e., [Hx,, HX,] ,j = H x J where X , = Xh-'X!, $and only if X , is BMO-regular.
Proof. First note that every X o is super-reflexive and that Proposition 3.6 can be invoked to show the equivalence of the parenthetical statement with interpolation stability. One direction of the proof is simply Theorem 5.7. Conversely, if H is interpolation stable at some 0 c 8 c 1, then we may pick 0 < t c 8 and H is interpolation stable at 1/2 for ( X e P r , X,j+J. Hence (Xe-t -P X,,,) is a BMO-direction. Thus if @= = 4 A + 7 ( @ x , -ex0) then Z is BMO-regular. Theorems 4.6 and 4.9 allow us to conclude that X , is BMOregular.
Let us mention at this stage that, in the case of the standard Hardy spaces on T, pairs X,, X, for which X, + X , is a BMO-direction, can be characterized neatly by using extended indicators. As in [18] it is possible to extend the indicator Ox to any complex . We will not give a formal proof here, as we plan a more detailed investigation in a subsequent paper. T Theorem 5.14. Suppose that S = T and H = Nf is the Smirnov class. VX,, X , E I , then X , + X , is a BMO-direction i f and only if there is a constant C so that for any f E H,.
I@x,cf) -@xocf)l c llflll .
Skew projections
We now establish some results on "skew" projections. We suppose that H is a closed subalgebra of Llog of Hardy type (of course our principal example of interest is the Smirnov class). If w > 0 a.e. and log w E L,, then we define 9, to be the orthogonal projecion of the weighted Hilbert space L 2 ( w ) onto its subspace H n L 2 ( w ) = H,(w). Theorem 6.1. Suppose that H is of Hardy-type. Suppose that X E % is super-reflexive and v, w E L , satisfy log v, log w E L,. Then i f B,,, W, are both bounded at X , then that 0 log u -log w E BMO.
Proof. Clearly by duality, 9, is also bounded at u-'X* and at L2(u). It then follows easily that H is interpolation stable at any 0 < 8 < 1 for (L2(v), o-'X*). By Theorem 5.9, Z1 is BMO-regular where for 0 I f E L,, we have
By similar reasoning, H is interpolation stable at any 0 < 8 < 1 for (L,(w), X ) and hence Z , is BMO-regular where
Thus Y = Z:'2Z:'2 is BMO-regular. But @,(n = f A 0 + $jf(logw -1ogo)dp.
Hence L2 ((uw-1)114) is BMO-regular so that log u -log w E BMO.
The following theorem is suggested by a result of COIFMAN-ROCHBERG [7] on boundedness of skew projections on weighted L,-spaces. We observe that although we consider more general Kothe spaces, our result is here restricted to projections on Hardy subspaces; however, we plan to investigate more general results of this type in a forthcoming paper. Proof. Since X,, X I are super-reflexive, we may suppose that both are p-convex and 
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q-concave where -+ -= 1, and 1 < p I q < co. As in Theorem 5. 12 if E = -we can define super-reflexive spaces X , for -E I t I 1 + E.
Since 9, is a bounded on X o and X,, it is easy to see that H is interpolation stable for any 0 < 0 < 1 and (X,, X l ) . Thus X , -+ X , is a BMO-direction by Theorem 5.12 and so also is X -, -P X I . Hence H is interpolation stable at 8 = -for ( X -z , X , ) ; the corresponding interpolation space is X , .
Without loss of generality we can suppose that dv = w dL is a probability measure. Then L,,,(v) = LIog(L) and so we can consider H as a Dirichlet-type algebra on (S, v). It follows from Lemma 5.10, since W, is bounded on X,, that there exists q > 0 so that 9, is also bounded on XB for all 1 8 1 I q.
E
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The vector-valued case
Finally let us point out an application to the vector-valued case. Let S be a Polish space and p be a probability measure on S. Let X be a Kothe function space on S and let Y be a Kothe function space on T. We denote by Y ( X ) the Kothe function space on T x S with measure 1 x p given by Ilfllucx, = llFllv where F ( t ) = Ilf(t;)llx. T where F(t) = I f ( t , s) dp(s) and ft(s) = f(t, s). If X is a super-reflexive Kothe funtion space in %(S) and Y is a super-reflexive Kothe function space on T with YE S(T), then we set H,(X) to be the closed subspace of Y(X) of all functions f(., s) E N + for p-a.e. s E S.
We will denote the Riesz projection on L,(T) by 9 and the vector-valued Riesz projection on L2(T x S) by g.
We are in effect studying the Hardy-type algebra # consisting of all f E L,,,(T x S ) with f = f(-, s) E N + for a.e. s E S. For this algebra HI consists of all f E L,(T x S) so that f E Hl(T) for a.e. s E S. The corresponding BMO-space we denote W A O .
In the vector-valued case we must consider the notion of UMD-spaces as introduced and studied initially by BURKHOLDER [4] . In fact a result of BOURGAIN [3] implies that if X E S ( S ) then X is a UMD-space if and only if the Riesz projection g is bounded on L2(X).
This characterization will be all that require. Now let us say that a Kothe function space XE%(S) is UMD-regular if for some 0 < 8 c 1 the space L;X'-' is a UMD-space. If X o , X l are two Kothe function spaces on S we say that X , -+ X , is a UMD-direction if the space Z is UMD-regular where + ax, -cPx0) . Let us finally relate our work to that of KISLIAKOV and Xu ([20] , [21] ). They introduce a technical condition on a space L,(X, w) = w-'/PL,(X) where w > 0 is a weight function on T and consider when such spaces "admit sufficiently many analytic partitions of the unity." Let us say, without defining this concept precisely, that L,(X, w) has the KX-property.
Qw
They show that if X" is UMD for some a > 0 and log w E BMO, then L,(X, w) has the KX-property. They also show that if Xo,X, are both reflexive and Lp,(Xo, wo) and Lpl(Xl, w,) have the KX-property, then indeed 2 is interpolation stable for evey 0 < 8 < 1 for (Lpo(X09 wo)9 L,,(X19 Wl)). Proposition 7.7. If X E X ( S ) is super-reflexive and 1 < p < 03 is such that L,(X, w) has the KX-property, X is UMD-regular and log w E BMO. In particular, i f X" is UMD for some a > 0, then X is UMD-regular.
Proof. As noted above, if L,(X,w) has the KX-property then i W is stable at any 0 < 8 < 1 for (L2(L2), L,(X, w)). Thus, by Theorem 7.5, X is UMD-regular and L,(w) is BMO-regular which implies that log w E BMO.
